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Here's Sophie – our hero

Here’s Sophie. What is there to say?
She’s eight years old and loves to play
with boxes, bottles, tins and jars,
with bolts and bits from bikes and cars.
There’s nothing makes her quite as glad
as when she gets a box from dad
containing nameless bits of junk
which had been rusting in a trunk
discarded in a basement store
with ‘Danger’ written on the door.
She takes the box into the shed
then tips it up so she can spread
her metal treasures on the bench.
She works at them with brush and wrench
and scrubs off rust and oil and slime
until each piece is free from grime.
And when a bolt or bracket’s bright
she studies it with touch and sight
until she thinks she knows its name
or character (that’s much the same).
So then she knows the part it plays
within the metal art displays
that line all four walls of the shed
and even hang above her bed.

On weekdays, when she goes to school,
her backpack’s stuffed with every tool
she thinks she’ll need while she’s away:
two screw-drivers, one red, one grey,
a hammer, torch, a pair of pliers
(which has a notch for cutting wires),
a drill, a set of allen keys,
a brush, a special spray that frees
up rusting hinges, bolts and locks,
a little key for winding clocks.
The bag’s so full it cannot take
her school things, so she has to make
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her mother carry them, while she
clanks with her tools, triumphantly.

One spring evening after tea, Sophie was in the shed comparing a suspension spring 
with a headlamp bracket and wondering which deserved to hang from the top hook on 

the wall, when her mother knocked firmly on the door
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Bedtime

I know you do not want to go to bed,
but sleep is what makes sprouting children grow;
when night eats day you need to rest your head.
I know you do not want to go to bed,
you don’t fool me, pretending that you’re dead.
The moon is up, put down your tools and go.
I know you do not want to go to bed,
but sleep is what makes sprouting children grow.

Sophie grumbled into the house and went up the stairs to her bedroom. She 
changed into her pyjamas, went to the toilet, washed her hands and cleaned her teeth. 

When she was settled into bed her mother came upstairs to kiss her goodnight.
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The Night Elephant arrives

When mum comes in to say goodnight
she sees there’s something not quite right.
Although the pillow’s near her head,
her daughter’s not so much in bed
as clinging to the mattress edge,
like mountaineers upon a ledge.

‘Oh Sophie, you can’t sleep like that,
get in your bed and stretch out flat.’

‘Oh don’t be silly mum I can’t
as that’s where my Night Elephant
has curled her multicoloured trunk.’

‘You want me to believe you’ve sunk
half off your bed to mind a trunk?
You’ll tell me next that there’s a skunk
concealed beneath that heap of junk,
And where’s the monkey, has it slunk
away to hide?’

‘Mum, don’t talk bunk.
Have you been drinking, are you drunk?
I mentioned her, and some how you
have conjured up a total zoo.’

Her mother shook her head and sighed.

‘This is your bed, now get inside.
Imaginary friends are great,
but do not go to sleep too late.’

Then Sophie wriggled so her head
was sort of, almost, on the bed.
She got a kiss, and then a hug.

‘Night night Sophie, you sleep snug.’

Her mum had hardly closed the door
when Sophie rolled off to the floor.
The elephant uncoiled her snout.

‘So what was all of that about?’
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‘My mum can’t see you, unlike me,
she thinks that you’re imaginary.’

‘But you can see me standing here?’

‘From coloured trunk to stripy rear.’

The elephant flapped up an ear.

‘She’s gone downstairs. Let’s disappear.’

Sophie pulled a sweatshirt on over her pyjamas and put on a pair of trainers. She 
and the Night Elephant lined up against one of the bedroom walls. They looked at each 

other, smiled and nodded.
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They disappear

First the elephant ran at the wall with her trunk,
so it seemed she was charging the bottommost bunk.
Sophie covered her eyes, braced herself for a smash
when the bed and the elephant met with a crash.

But instead of a shatter of metal and wood
all the air gave a shake, as if deep in a mood
and she went, just like that, not a trace, not a sign,
while the bed and the wall and the carpet were fine.

And the air had not stilled in the elephant’s wake
before Sophie was wondering what she should take.
Sophie knew that adventures required good tools,
if she left them behind they would both look like fools.

So she shouldered her backpack and ran at the wall
(though she couldn’t go fast, as the room was too small).
As her nose touched the paint Sophie felt a warm breeze;
she was running on grass through a clump of thin trees.

She could see her friend waiting her trunk hanging low.
Sophie leaned up against her. ‘So, where shall we go?
Will we see the soup geyser, the rocks of bread rolls
and the panthers that drink it with straws and with bowls?

‘Or the animal band with the elk on the drums
and the chorus of insects that buzzes and hums?’
But the elephant frowned. ‘We have no time for fun.
We have no time for frolic, there’s work to be done.’

With a twist of her trunk Soph was high on her back,
as she marched with a sway down a narrowing track
leading deep into jungle where creepers and vines
dangled down from the branches in loops and in lines.

As the jungle closed in, Sophie heard in the dark
first a roar, then a howl, then a curious bark.
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‘You’ve no reason to worry, they’ve gathered for you.
We must find Oldest Zebra, she’ll know what to do.’

Sophie and the Night Elephant came out into a large clearing full of animals. The 
Night Elephant lowered Sophie to the ground. A tiger circled round her, growling softly, 

while Sophie wondered why the animals had sent the Night Elephant to fetch her.
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Why me?

Sophie Why me? What is it I can do
that you wild creatures need me to?
You’ve wings to fly and claws to dig,
strong legs, sharp eyes and ears so big.

Tiger Please understand you’re small and weak;
that owl could kill you with its beak,
the bear could mash you with his paws
and I could grind you in my jaws.

But you small, hairless child have come
because your hands each have a thumb,
It’s no good having crushing jaws
when you have got to unlock doors.

‘The answer to your first “why me?”
is MANUAL DEXTERITY.’

Sophie still didn’t know what she was meant to do. She turned to the ring of 
animals and held up her hands in dismay. The Oldest Zebra pushed past the tiger and 
led Sophie to a stone bowl which measured two pythons from one side to the other.
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Creatures with a problem

The Oldest Zebra We have got ourselves a problem
that it turns out we can't fix;
it's a very tricky problem
made of metal and wood and bricks.
It's a problem by the fountain,
by the fountain where we drink;
it's a problem with the fountain,
which has brought us to the brink.
To the brink of going elsewhere,
leaving what should be our home
leaving home for somewhere different,
but we do not want to roam.

Sophie What's the problem with the fountain?
What's the problem you can't fix?
What's the very tricky problem,
made of metal, wood and bricks?

The Oldest Zebra Once our fountain gushed up water
gushed up water to the brim;
we would drink and wash our muzzles
and on Friday's take a swim.
Now the water is not swirling,
not a trickle, not a drop.
We can't swim or wash our muzzles:
something's made the water stop.

Sophie Something's blocking up the fountain,
stopping all the water flow?
Is that something in the fountain?

The Oldest Zebra No we think it's down below.
Down below the fountain basin,
down the hatchway near that rock.
But we can't get any further
as the hatchway has a lock.
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Sophie So you need some one with fingers,
someone who just understands
locks and bolts to get it open,
someone who can use their hands.
Let me see the locked up hatchway,
let me see what I can do
with my hands and with my fingers,
move back creatures, let me through.

Sophie tried the locked-up hatchway,
tugged until her arms might break.
But the hatchway did not tremble,
still the hatchway did not shake.

Sophie Pulling will not make this open,
never mind how hard I strain.
This needs tools and this needs fingers,
most of all though, this needs brains.

Sophie sat back on her haunches,
rested while she sat and pondered.

Sophie All this pulling is not working,
all the pulling’s only hurting.
There must be a secret lever:
secret lever which unlocks it.

So she looked inside her backpack,
rooted round and pulled a brush out,
pulled a brush out, started brushing,
started brushing all the dust off.
Soon the manhole sat there gleaming,
not a trace of dust upon it,
not a speck of soil on metal.
Now she saw the little lever,
sitting hidden in a corner.
Sophie dipped into her backpack,
found a small crosshead screwdriver,
put the driver to the lever,
turned the driver, turned the lever.
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Turned the lever, heard a clicking,
saw the manhole lift a little.

Sophie That’s it open now, the manhole,
now’s the time for strength and pulling.
Come on creatures, now’s the strength time.

Seven monkeys scuffled forward,
grasped the manhole with strong fingers,
tugged the manhole from its housing,
threw aside the heavy cover.
Sophie stared into the opening,
stared into the black-mouthed chasm.

Sophie Right, we need to see what’s down there,
see what’s lurking in the darkness,
see what’s blocking up the fountain.

She dug deep into her backpack,
pulled a torch out, flicked its button,
shone its beam into the darkness.
Now she saw the iron handholds,
marching down into the blackness,
marching down beyond her torchlight.
Sophie packed her brush and driver,
zipped them back up in in the backpack,
slung her backpack on her shoulders,
swung her feet into the manhole,
turned her head towards the creatures.

Sophie Any of you coming with me,
climbing down into the darkness?

Seven monkeys We’ll come, we’ll come we’ll come, we’ll come.

The seven monkeys flung themselves through the manhole and Sophie could hear 
them calling to each other in the dark. With her torch in her mouth, Sophie climbed 

down until her feet reached the cold wet floor of a tunnel.
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A torch in the dark
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As Sophie flicked the switch lights went on and lit up the tunnel. A few metres away 
the tunnel opened out into a great cavern. Followed by the monkeys, Sophie walked 
cautiously into the cavern. Now she could see a hole in the roof with water cascading 
through.
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The waterfail

Over the lip of the canyon the water
tumbled and rumbled and poured with a roar,
only to stop with a slice and a surface
three metres short of the glistening floor.

Sophie stared up at the edge of the water,
gaped at the waterfall hanging in space,
stood underneath it, but felt only droplets
land in a gentle, soft spray on her face.

‘This isn’t right, it can’t stop in the middle.
Water can’t hover, it must hit the ground.
How can it hold in the air, never falling?
Anyone standing here ought to be drowned.’

Sophie stared hard at the face of the water,
saw a fish swimming right up to the edge
suddenly lost like a sparkle of silver
slipping across an invisible ledge.

‘Fish do not vanish clean out of existence;
they must be swimming and splashing somewhere.
That means the water is travelling with them,
leaving the fountain to billow out air.

‘Who could be taking the rest of the river,
leaving the fountain with out any flow?
Monkeys, do you know who might take the water,
how could they do it, and where could it go?’

Sophie’s questions frightened the monkeys. They stopped playing in the water, and 
led Sophie back to the surface, where the Oldest Zebra was waiting. Without any 

warning the monkeys begin to dance around Sophie.
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The Old Thing

Is it male, is it female?
No.

Is it human, or creature?
No.

Does it walk on its hind legs?
No.

It’s the Old Thing, the Old Thing.
What?

Does it swing through the branches?
No.

Does it swim ON the river?
No.

Does it swim IN the river?
No.

It’s the Old Thing, the Old Thing.
What?

Does it slide in the long grass?
No.

Does it clack on the sea shore?
No.

Does it buzz between flowers?
No.

It’s the Old Thing, the Old Thing.
What?

It’s like nothing you’ve seen before.
It’s like nothing you think you’ll see.
It’s like nothing you’ll see again.
It’s the Old Thing, the Old Thing.

Yes.

The Oldest Zebra shook her head sadly.
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What shall we do?

The Oldest Zebra Sophie you have solved the problem,
found out where the water’s going,
solved the problem of the river,
found out why it isn’t flowing.
But as you have solved one problem
you have made a second problem:
if we want to find our river
we must go and find the Old Thing,
find the one who stole our river.
But the Old Thing’s strong and mighty,
full of tricks and full of magic.
We are frightened, we are fearful
every time we see the Old Thing.
How can we return out river,
bring its water to the fountain
if we dare not meet the Old Thing?

Sophie looked at all the creatures
standing in a circle round her.
Sophie saw their thirsty faces,
knew they had to have the water.

Sophie I will go and find the Old Thing
find it and bring back the river.
I will ask the Old Thing nicely,
ask it to return the river.
If it won’t, then I will take it,
bring it back cross plain and mountain,
bring the river to the creatures,
bring the water to the fountain.

The Oldest Zebra You can’t face it single-handed,
even though we think you’re awesome.
You need someone to go with you,
we can’t leave you on your lonesome.

Sophie felt a breath upon her,
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warm breath slipping past her cheekbone,
turned and saw her friend behind her.

The Night Elephant You and I will find the Old Thing.
And we need to take the monkeys
Something tells me they’re important.

Seven Monkeys Did you hear that? We’re important.
Us the monkeys, we’re important

The Night Elephant turned to Sophie. ‘How are you going to tell the monkeys what 
to do when they haven’t got names?’ Sophie frowned for a moment then lined up the 

monkeys in front of her and pointed at each of them in turn.
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The song of the monkey names

Christopher, Walter,
Edgar, Cecil, Claudius,
Alexander, Bob.

What makes you think we are boys?
Do not judge us by our toys.
Choosing a name
is a serious game.

A name’s got to fit.
A name’s got to sit
just right in your mind,
and also remind
the people who know you
as you.

Matilda, Mary,
Briony, Stephanie, Joan,
Annie, Susannah.

What makes you think we are girls?
Do you see earrings and pearls?
Choosing a name
is a serious game.

A name is a gift.
A name gives a lift.
It helps you endure
when you’re not sure
if anyone knows you
as you.

Lemon-drop, Tulip,
Pogo-stick, Crisp-packet, Log,
Champagne-flute, Tea-cake.

What makes you think we’re a joke?
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Maybe you should not have spoke.
Choosing a name
is a serious game.

A name should be part
of what’s in your heart,
a fragment that’s true,
whatever you do,
for people to see you
are you.

Desk-lamp, Power-drill,
Hatstand, Angle-iron, Shoe-horn,
Protractor, Lamp-post.

Those are all good names and true.
Now it’s our turn to name you.
Choosing a name
is a serious game.

A name should have grace,
should fit with your face,
have something to give
that helps you to live
so people will know you
are you.

Sophie, Sophia,
Sophia, Sophia, Soph,
Sophia, SOFA.

Now that is a very good name.

Happy with their new names, Sofa and the monkeys clambered up onto the Night 
Elephant’s back. As the Night Elephant raised her first foot to leave the Oldest Zebra 

blocked the path and asked Sofa an important question.
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The water compass

The Oldest Zebra How do find a river?
Sofa Follow the splashing sound.
The Oldest Zebra How do you find a puddle?
Sofa Look for the boggy ground.

The Oldest Zebra How do you find a middle?
Sofa Start at the flapping ends.
The Oldest Zebra How do you find a centre?
Sofa Watch where the outside bends.

The Oldest Zebra How do you find a missing?
Sofa Walk until darkness falls.
The Oldest Zebra How do you know you’ve found it?
Sofa All the hyena calls.

The Oldest Zebra Which is the way you’re walking?
Sofa North, as it seems up hill.
The Oldest Zebra North? Do you think you’ll find it?

We think you need more skill.

Sofa, what’s in your backpack?
Sofa, what’s on your back?

Sofa Just the usual toolkit,
hammer and drill and jack.

The Oldest Zebra Sofa, look in your backpack.
Sofa, what have you found?

Sofa What’s this disc with a needle,
twirling itself around?

The Oldest Zebra That’s a compass for water,
you can follow the flow.
Keep a watch on the needle
then you’ll see where to go.

That will find you a river,
find you a middle that bends.
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That will find you a middle,
Just as the centre ends.

Sofa gave the water compass to the Night Elephant who held it in the tip of her 
trunk. The needle stopped spinning and pointed steadily in one direction. The Night 

Elephant set out across the plain, following the water compass. Ten minutes after they 
had left the monkeys started chanting a question at Sofa.
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Are we nearly there yet?

Chorus

Are

Are we

Are we near

Are we nearly

Are we nearly there

Are we nearly there yet

No

Instructions

1. Chant chorus.

2. Wait ten seconds.

3. Repeat steps 1 – 3.

Suddenly the Night Elephant stopped marching.There was a shimmering in the air in 
front of them, like you see above hot tarmac. Sofa, the Night Elephant and the Seven 

Monkeys gaped as something formed in the air ahead of them.
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A face in the sky

First came the face,
smooth as the full moon.

Second came the eyes
wide as portholes

Third came the nose,
grumpy and grey.

Fourth came the hair,
a curtain of mottled spaghetti.

Fifth came the ears,
like drillings in cheese.

Sixth came the chin,
round as an onion.

Seventh came the mouth,
chewing out words.

The monkeys squeezed behind Sofa in a gibbering clump of fur. The Night Elephant 
curled her trunk tight. ‘The Old Thing,’ Sofa gasped.
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The Old Thing's First Warning

Can you see the monkeys quiver,
little girl?
Can you see the way they shiver
little girl?
Can you see they way they blink
as they try hard not to think
of the face that they can see,
little girl?

Do you think the monkeys know,
little girl
The way that things will go,
little girl?
If you keep along this line,
stealing water that is mine,
they’ll be dead upon the ground,
little girl

Now your elephant is clever,
little girl
She knows that you should never,
little girl
cross the Old Thing in its schemes
even if it’s in your dreams.
She’d be safer staying home,
little girl.

That’s not a scary warning,
nasty thing.
Watch me, I’m only yawning,
nasty thing.
You may frighten every friend,
but I know your scheme will end
You are far more scared of me,
nasty thing.

Sofa lunged at the Old Thing’s face, but before she could reach it, Protractor 
launched herself over Sofa’s shoulder, pushing her backward. As Protractor landed on 

the face it fractured like a dropped plate and fluttered to withered pieces on the 
ground.
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Protractor vanished. Sofa screamed. The Night Elephant flung up her trunk in 
lament.
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Monkey lament

Protractor. Fearless,
furious, water searcher.
Our dear friend. Farewell.

The Night Elephant lowered her trunk and inspected the Water Compass. ‘This way.’
Sofa and the monkeys settled on her back. Somehow six monkeys took up the same 
amount of space as seven. Sofa sat quiet as the Night Elephant walked. Losing 

Protractor was hard and she thought herself partly to blame.
After several hours a grey shape spread across the horizon. As they came closer 

Sofa saw it was a forest; but the leaves were not green and the trunks were not brown. 
At the edge of the trees, Sofa slipped down from the Night Elephant’s back and walked 

under the branches.
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The Mechanical Forest

Trees towered, trunks cable-hung,
their metal bark bronzed and bright.
Light leaves lifted in the wind
undersides showing a shimmer of steel.
The canopy was full of creaking and calling,
grating and grinding as gears meshed.
Springs swung and slid on branches.
A penknife perched, peacock blades
flourished, a fan of steel feathers.
Sofa stared, silenced by wonder.

Light flustered on the forest floor;
hinges hugged and humped along,
taps twisted their tops to lure
butterfly nuts to their burnished bellies.
Locks lurked in leaf-mould,
hunting clusters of careless keys.
A strand of screws skewered the path,
ant-like army always scavenging,
bringing ball bearings to the nest.
Beautiful beasts, what brilliant creatures.

In a clearing, caught between chrome trunks,
prismatic oil pooled and puddled.
Watchful chairs wheeled warily,
desperate to drink, dreading predators.
With pistons panting, an engine plunged in,
waking the surface, wallowing, whale-like.
A brush perched on its broad back,
groomed it free of filigree fleas,
clockwork mites and metal midges.
This place is paradise I have to pause.

Suddenly a desk broke cover from the undergrowth, pursued by a pack of 
hammers, screwdrivers and allen keys. The desk tripped over a crawling tap. Instantly, 

the tools were on top of it, working at its joints as it struggled to stand. Sofa rushed 
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forward. ‘That poor desk, we must help it.’
The monkeys howled and grabbed at Sofa. They pulled her to the ground before 

she could reach the desk. But Hatstand rolled over the top of them all and landed on 
the desk. A sheet of blue light burst from its drawers.

When Sofa could see again the mechanical creatures and the monkey were gone. 
The Night Elephant threw up her trunk in lament.
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Second monkey lament

Our brave friend is lost.
The mechanical forest
took our dear Hatstand.

The moon set behind the trees. The Night Elephant sank slowly to her knees and lay 
down. Sofa and the rest of the monkeys curled up against her belly and slept, a 

wriggling, snoring, furry bundle. Sofa didn’t see how five monkeys could take up so 
much space.

They woke up when the early sun shone horizontal through the trees. After a 
breakfast of buns that Sofa found in her backpack, they set off again, towards a range 

of mountains far away on the horizon. ‘That’s going to take ages,’ Sofa said.
The Night Elephant didn’t say anything but began to walk in a zig-zag path across 

the plain.
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Side to side

Why
are

we
going

like
this?

Because
this

is
how

the
Water

Compass
is

leading
us

That
makes

no
sense.

It’s
not

about
sense

but
following

instructions.
Somehow

going
side

to
side

is
quicker.

It was true. The zig-zag path got them to the foot of the mountains in three minutes. 
Sofa looked back: the mechanical forest was a far-off smudge. ‘How did we do that?’

The Night Elephant held up the Water Compass. ’Straightest isn’t always shortest. 
Now, if you’ll excuse me, I’ve a mountain to climb.’
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The Night Elephant began to walk slowly up a narrow path that twisted across the 
face of the mountain. One turn brought them to a line that was little more than a ripple 
in the rock face, with sheer cliffs above and below them. Sofa and the monkeys clung 

to the Night Elephant’s back.
As they were halfway across, a circle of stone shivered in the cliff above them and a 

face formed out of the rock. ‘The Old Thing,’ Sofa whispered.
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The Old Thing's Second Warning

I am the grass
and the ground that you walk on
I am the plain
and the mountain that soars

I am the wind
and the weather that chills you
I am the rain
and the thunder it brings

I am the sun
in your eyes in the morning
I am the noon
raining heat on your head

Turn back small girl
or the sunlight will blast you
shrivel you up
to an ant or a fly

Yes I am small
but my size does not matter
I am a girl
why should that make me scared

What do I hear
when you rumble and bluster?
I hear a thing
that is frightened of me.

The Old Thing slowly closed one stone eye. There was a loud crack and the whole 
eye peeled from the rock face and plunged towards Sofa and the Night Elephant. Shoe-

horn and Power-drill threw themselves at the falling eye, pushing it clear of the Night 
Elephant. The stone eye exploded on the path. When the cloud of fragments settled 
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there was no sign of the two monkeys. The Night Elephant lifted her trunk in lament.
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Third monkey lament

Power-drill, Shoe-horn,
Two of the bravest monkeys
In the whole wide world.

The Night Elephant climbed steadily up the cliff path and as they crested the ridge 
Sofa suddenly saw a familiar pattern of fields, woods and lanes, and a very familiar 

town. ‘That’s where I live,’ she said. ‘I know exactly where we should go.’
‘Well,’ said the Night Elephant. ‘I don’t know.’

‘Oh, come on,’ urged Sofa. ‘What could go wrong here?’
She settled back against the monkeys (who seemed to be taking up a lot of space 

for just three of them). But as the Night Elephant marched down the High Street Sofa 
grew more and more uncomfortable.
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What's wrong with my town?

You see there’s a baker’s, with glistening cake?
It should be a fish shop with fillets of hake.
And that’s not a butcher’s, there shouldn’t be steak;
It’s really a florist, it’s all a mistake.

Now I live down there, shall we all go and see?
I’m sure that my father will make us all tea.
The path from that gate takes us straight through the park,
but what is that tower encircled with dark?

And who is that statue: ‘Miss Sophie de Vere
the Lady Explorer’. She shouldn’t be here.
It should be a man on a horse with a sword,
the man looking angry, the horse looking bored.

The bandstand is square, but I know that it’s round.
I’m sure that their instruments should make a sound?
And now that I think of it, why is the band
all made up of weasels? I don’t understand.

The lights on the crossing are orange not black,
the road isn’t spined like a porcupine’s back.
The grass shouldn’t roll like the waves of the sea,
and why do the birds look like badgers to me.

I don’t know what’s happened; the town’s gone awry;
We have to escape. I am sure we will die.
Night Elephant, stop, you must march in reverse.
Don’t keep on this path, things will only get worse.

The Night Elephant tossed her head and kept walking. ‘This isn’t home, it’s 
something the Old Thing has made from your thoughts to frighten us.’ She held the 

Water Compass up so Sofa could see it. ‘What does it say?’
Sofa frowned. ’It’s pointing at the public pool. That doesn’t make any sense.’

The Night Elephant laughed.
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Where do you hide a letter?

If you’ve a letter that you need to hide
don’t waste your time on vaults or lock and key,
just find a post box, let it drop inside.

Don’t try to act all secret, you’ll be spied
by people on the watch for secrecy.
If you’ve a letter that you need to hide

don’t say you’ve lost it, they will know you’ve lied
and hunt your letter out quite easily,
just find a post box, let it drop inside.

Don’t imitate James Bond, it’s all been tried;
don’t trust a watch with strange machinery
if you’ve a letter that you need to hide.

Don’t launch it in a bottle on the tide,
it’s almost certain to be lost at sea:
just find a post box, let it drop inside.

Address and stamp an envelope, then slide
the letter in. Don’t go for mystery,
if you’ve a letter that you need to hide,
just find a post box, let it drop inside.

‘But I haven’t got a letter to hide,’ Sofa said. The Night Elephant sighed. ‘It’s an 
analogy.’ ‘I haven’t got one of those either.’ ‘Never mind.’

The Night Elephant walked gingerly along the spiny road until they were outside the 
Public Pool. In front of the main doors was a bronze statue of an angry man on a bored 

horse. ‘That should be in the park,’ Sofa said. ‘What’s it doing here?’
The horse’s eyes blinked and its metal mouth spoke.
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The Old Thing's Third Warning

I am getting rather bored,
little girl,
of you and your monkey horde
little girl.
It’s best that you give in
as you know you will not win
Why not turn your face to home,
little girl?

We will not be turning back,
nasty thing.
We will stay upon our track,
nasty thing.
Water isn’t yours to hoard,
kindly tell us where it’s stored
and we’ll leave you on your own,
nasty thing.

I admit you’re very bold,
little girl.
but it’s time that you were told,
little girl,
that this water isn’t yours,
this is someone else’s cause.
Why not turn your face to home 
little girl?

We’ll be very pleased to go,
nasty thing,
when you let the water flow,
nasty thing.
If you won’t, we’ll bring it on
and you’ll very soon be gone.
Let us to the public pool,
nasty thing.
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You’re now several monkeys short,
little girl,
that should make you pause for thought
little girl.
If you choose to ‘bring it on’
you’ll find three more monkeys gone.
Why not turn your face to home
little girl?

Sofa nudged her heels into the Night Elephant’s back. ‘Let’s go.’
As the Night Elephant stepped forward the bronze horse reared up and the rider 

swung his sword, knocking Lamp-post and Angle-iron off her back.
The Night Elephant grabbed at the statue with her trunk but it was only a bronze 

shape again. The Old Thing was gone, along with the two monkeys. The Night Elephant 
raised her trunk in lament.
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Fourth monkey lament

Lamp-post, Angle-iron,
taken by a bronze statue.
So near the river.

The Night Elephant crashed into the public pool. Sofa grabbed Desk-lamp (who 
seemed much bigger than before) and stuffed the monkey into her backpack. ‘The Old 

Things isn’t going to get you.’
On the far side of the swimming pool the biggest flume was full of water, roiling and 

bubbling. ‘The river. The river’s in the flume,’ Sofa whispered. ‘How do we get it out?’
The Night Elephant pointed her trunk at a metal post at the head of the flume. Sofa 

saw a padlocked handle and something else glittering beside it.
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The key

      the key
  hung on a hook
 bright      shiny
thin           long
too             far
 away         away
  over      pools
   out of reach
      we
      need
      to get to
      that
      key
      unlock the
      lock and
      swing the
      handle
      but
      how far
      far
      too far
      water too
      deep much
      too deep

The Night Elephant plunged into the shallow end. She half-waded, half-swam 
towards the flumes.

And then the Old Thing was there on the steps to the flume. The Old Thing pulled 
the poolside thermometer off the wall and tossed it into the deep end. ‘Oh look, the 

temperature’s dropping.’
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The temperature drops

the thermometer sank
crystals forming on all faces
covering concealing

ice fingered through the water
filaments brushed floor and wall
thickened bloomed in chill flowers

tentacles touched the Night Elephant
tickled along her legs and belly
held her legs locked halted

Sofa slid from the stationary back
sneaked onto the solid sheet
ran across congealed waves

cold clutched her shoes slowed
stopped each foot
froze in place.

her tears froze on her face
her tears froze in her eyes
her tongue froze in her mouth
her breath froze in her lungs

Sofa froze

Although the Night Elephant’s legs and body were trapped in the ice, her trunk was 
free. She reached back and took hold of the straps of Sofa’s backpack. She threw it 

hard, far over the head of the Old Thing. The bag landed by the metal post at the top of 
the flume. The Old Thing laughed. ‘You won’t stop me with a bag.’

The Old Thing began to dance and chant.
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The Old Thing chants

Is it male, is it female?
No.

Is it human, or creature?
No.

Does it walk on its hind legs?
No.

It’s the old thing, the old thing.
What?

A long finger poked out of the backpack.
Does it swing through the branches?

No.
Does it swim ON the river?

No.
The finger drew back the zip.
Does it swim IN the river?

No.
It’s the old thing, the old thing.

What?
Desk-lamp clambered silently from the backpack
Does it slide in the long grass?

No.
Does it clack on the sea shore?

No.
Desk-lamp crept to the key.
Does it buzz between flowers?

No.
It’s the old thing, the old thing.

What?
Desk-lamp lifted the key from the hook
It’s like nothing you’ve seen before.
Desk-lamp unlocked the padlock
It’s like nothing you think you’ll see.
Desk-lamp removed the padlock.
It’s like nothing you’ll see again.
Desk-lamp pushed the handle down.
It’s the old thing, the old thing.
The river cascaded down the flume.

No.
Desk-lamp leapt into the flume.
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No.
The river melted the ice, swept everything away.

No.

The ice melted almost immediately, dropping Sofa to the bottom of the pool. The 
river current caught her and dragged her into a dark metal pipe. She was flung along in 

a lung-bursting ride. There came a fall, a rushing rise into blinding light, a splash.
Sofa gasped and opened her eyes. She was sitting in shoulder-deep water in the 

animals’ fountain with the Night Elephant next to her. With a wet pop and a splash 
Desk-lamp shot out of the fountain’s mouth and landed between them. Sofa hugged 

them both.
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The fountain

Round the fountain creatures clustered,
clustered close in, wild in wonder.
Plunged their snouts into the water,
Lapped their tongues into the water,
quenched their thirst with lively water.
Then there came the Oldest Zebra,
walking stately to the fountain.
Oldest Zebra plunged her muzzle,
plunged it deep into the water,
drank until the water bubbled,
frothed and gurgled from her nostrils.
Oldest Zebra raised her head up,
raised her head and looked at Sofa.

The Oldest Zebra Sofa you have found the water,
brought it back to feed our fountain,
brought it back so we can drink it.

Sofa Yes, but not me on my ownsome,
our Night Elephant was vital,
nothing would be done without her.
And the monkeys, oh, poor monkeys,
brave and faithful missing monkeys.
Every time that danger found us,
rock or sword or metal creatures,
monkeys gave themselves to save us.

The Oldest Zebra Do you think you’ve lost the monkeys?

Sofa Yes, they vanished in these dangers,
vanished as they went to save me.
Only one left out of seven.

The Oldest Zebra Sofa, no, there’s only MONKEY.
When you want to count the monkeys
counting bodies is the wrong way.
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Think instead of how much space they
take up when they sit beside you.

Sofa But their names, I gave them good names.
Seven names for one small monkey,
having those names seems quite greedy.

The Oldest Zebra MONKEY’s bigger than just one name.
One name can’t describe them properly.
When you look at Desk-lamp sitting,
sitting playing in the water,
you see Lamp-post, Shoe-horn, Hatstand,
Angle-iron, Power drill, Protractor.

Sofa Then it’s time for celebration,
as all MONKEY came home with us.

The Oldest Zebra Absolutely, celebrations.
But before that, one small favour:
please stop swimming in our water.

The Night Elephant, Sofa and Desk-lamp climbed out of the fountain. The animals 
surrounded them in a joyful, dancing mass that turned into procession and party in 

one.
The sun went down and still the animals danced. Sofa was nearly asleep on her feet 

when the Night Elephant scooped her up in her trunk and placed her gently on her 
back. The Night Elephant marched back into Sophie’s bedroom and kneeled to let 

Sophie roll onto her bed. The Night Elephant sang a gentle song.
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The Night Elephant's song

With all adventure done it’s time to sleep,
to rest until the next time we need you.
Ignore the little beasts that crawl and creep,
with all adventures done it’s time to sleep,
to crawl beneath the duvet, burrow deep,
and dream of things that really can’t be true.
With all adventure done it’s time to sleep,
to rest until the next time we need you.

Sophie woke early the next morning and went straight to the backpack. There, 
inside, was the water compass, its needle spinning slowly. Sophie moved a shiny spring 

from the shelf above her bed and put the water compass in its place.
Sophie could smell toast and her mother’s morning coffee. She opened the curtains 

and was sure she saw the flash of a long brown tail in the apple tree. Sophie smiled and 
went downstairs for breakfast.
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Did you sleep well?

Did you sleep well?
I did, I did.
All the night long?
Of course.

Night Elephant?
She came, she went.
Any more toast?
No, thanks.

No monsters then?
Just one, just one.
Would you like milk?
Yes, please.

That all sounds nice.
It was, it was.
Drink all your milk.
I will.
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